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RIX BETWEEN RIVAL GANGS LEAD A 15-YEAR BOY IN COMA SEVERELY BEATEN
WITH HAMMER
IN SAINT MICHEL SUR ORGE SUBURB OF PARIS

Paris, Washington DC, 31.05.2021, 01:52 Time

USPA NEWS - France is more and more struck by urban violence and domestic violence, feminicide, and by rather barbaric acts and
whose aggressors are often repeat offenders, released by the courts (Example Chahinez Case) or even not at all judges by justice
(Example Sarah Halimi Case). On Friday, May 28, a new 15-year-old teenager was severely beaten (with a hammer), resulting in
serious illness and in hospital coma. The savage aggression is yet another brawl between rival gangs coming from Saint-Michel-sur-
Orge and the neighboring town of Sainte-Geneviève-des-Bois., In Essonne (20 miles from Paris center). The worry is growing among
parents, citizens and elected politicians, as attacks between young people are more and more frequent with attackers increasingly
young and armed.It has been several months since the various facts, brawls between rival gangs, in the Parisian suburbs traditionally
known for their insecurity and the impoverishment of its population. However, it has been observed for several months, even before the
first confinement of March 2020, linked to health measures of COVID-19), that acts of violence with serious consequences (death of
actresses of the victims).

It has been several months since the various facts, brawls between rival gangs, in the Parisian suburbs traditionally known for their
insecurity and the impoverishment of its population. However, it has been observed for several months, even before the first
confinement of March 2020, linked to health measures of COVID-19), that acts of violence with serious consequences (death of
actresses of the victims), occupy the media space in France. in fact, one month from the next regional elections and one year from the
next presidential elections in France, a climate of tension reigns, and especially concern on the part of citizens who say they are
increasingly insecure. Polls, recent, like that of IFOP, of April 27, 2021, "Security" is considered "very priority" with 72% (up 4 points)
and 70% (stable) of the French, even ahead of the fight against unemployment (68%) and the fight against insecurity despite the
looming economic crisis (62%). As for justice, the French are according to the CSA CNews survey carried out on May 27, 2021, they
are 81% to think that justice in France is too lax. On the political side the Minister of Justice Eric Dupond Moretti, who had to receive
the police unions, (the day before) which themselves require more material and legislative means and protection to safeguard their
lives, it is not of agree with this opinion of "lax justice" and responds with figures: There has been "an increase in the number of firm
prison sentences (132,000 sentences handed down in 2019 against 120,000 in 2015), the French are therefore far from being
convinced. Among them, the youngest are those most pointing out the lack of severity of justice, with 83% of 18-24 year olds and 88%
of 25-34 year olds.

RIX BETWEEN RIVAL GANGS CAUSES A 15-YEAR-OLD TEEN WHO IS IN COMA CAR BEATEN WITH A
HAMMER-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
On Friday, May 28, a new 15-year-old teenager was severely beaten (with a hammer), resulting in serious illness and in hospital coma.
The savage aggression is yet another brawl between rival gangs coming from Saint-Michel-sur-Orge and the neighboring town of
Sainte-Geneviève-des-Bois., In Essonne (20 miles from Paris center). The worry is growing among parents, citizens and elected
politicians, as attacks between young people are more and more frequent with attackers increasingly young and armed. On Friday
May 28, a 15-year-old boy was the target of a violent attack, punched and hammered, while he was unarmed, in front of Leonard-de
high school. -Vinci, located in Saint-Michel-sur-Orge.
His attackers numbered about 15 and quickly fled after the assault, which lasted only a few moments. The 15-year-old victim, suffering
from a head trauma, was rushed to Necker Hospital in Paris where he was placed in an artificial coma after he had extreme surgery.
A GATHERING OF SOLIDARITY ANNOUNCED BY THE STUDENT’S PARENTS ASSOCIATION WILL TAKE PLACE ON
MONDAY 31 MAY----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The horrific scene of the attack of the young 15-year-old, was filmed (The attack took place around noon) and posted on social media.
A national police investigation was opened and thanks to the videos posted, a teenage boy armed with a stick was arrested after the
fact. "In agreement with the family and the school, the Collectif des Parents Cœur d´Essonne and the City decided to organize a rally
on Monday morning in front of the school to say STOP!---------------------------------------------
This violence is not acceptable and everyone must take responsibility and take the necessary measures. All together, let's mobilize to
make this stop. We think very strongly of Dramane (The victim teenager of 15 years old) and his family, wishing with all our heart that



he will recover quickly, "said the city of Saint-Michel-sur-Orge this Saturday, May 29 on social networks. Source: Le Republicain,
Cnews, JDD
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